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Mariano Rajoy thinks his party can win over voters and continue to lift the
economy. But challenges lie ahead

S

irens wail, the ambulance arrives, a patient is rushed to the operating room. “Prepare the
oxygen,” barks the doctor. “This is much worse than they told us. We’re losing her,” exclaims the
nurse. Seconds later, the patient goes into cardiac arrest — her pulse and heartbeat dramatically
flatlining with a highpitched beep.
After two jolts from the defibrillator, she comes back to life. “We made it,” sighs the doctor. The
music swells, the patient opens her eyes, a long recovery begins. First steps are taken, scans are
examined, crutches are cast aside — until the young woman, now restored to full health, finally bids
farewell to her medical team. The chief doctor — calm, bearded, greyhaired — smiles proudly.
The latest campaign video by Spain’s ruling Popular party wins no
prizes for subtlety. Just in case the metaphor fails to stick, the woman emerging from hospital has
her face painted in the colours of the Spanish flag. The slogan that appears on the screen in the final
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shot, “From Crisis to Recovery”, removes any lingering doubt: this is not about doctors, patients and
emergencies. This is about Spain and its oncecomatose economy, and about the calm, bearded,
greyhaired man who claims to have brought it back to life.
Mariano Rajoy, the prime minister, faces a tough general election less than two months from now.
His popularity remains low and his party hobbled by accusations of corruption. If there is one thing
that can win him a second term it is the economy — and the surprisingly strong recovery over the
past two years. Output is expected to grow by more than 3 per cent this year, one of the fastest rates
of expansion in the developed world. Consumer and business confidence are soaring, demand is
sharply on the rise and, most importantly, the country’s towering unemployment rate is finally in
decline. The latest jobs report, released on Thursday, showed that the unemployment number fell
below 5m for the first time in four years.
The prime minister himself seized on the latest numbers as confirmation of his leadership, telling
voters that “the most important thing now is not to change our economic policies”.
Battle of ideas
The state of the Spanish economy also matters for reasons that resonate far beyond national politics.
Since the conservative PP won the last election, the country has been one of the main battlefields in
an ideological clash that pits antiausterity movements such as Syriza in Greece and Podemos in
Spain against the Berlinled advocates of fiscal discipline and economic orthodoxy.
The Rajoy government belongs squarely in the second
camp: it slashed public spending in the middle of a
harsh recession, and pushed through a series of deeply
unpopular reforms to raise the competitiveness of its
export sector. In a strangely masochistic inversion of
political practice, government officials hailed every fall
in Spanish wages — they have slipped in nine out of 14
quarters since Mr Rajoy took office — as a sign of
progress.
In some sections of society, Spain’s response to the
crisis is subject to fierce criticism. But political leaders
are more convinced than ever that they did the right
thing — and that other European governments would
do well to follow its path. As Mr Rajoy boasted to
parliament in this year’s state of the nation address: “Spain has passed from being a country on the
brink of bankruptcy to a model of recovery that provides an example to other countries in the EU.”
So has the time come for Italy, France and others to copy the Spanish model? Not everyone is
convinced. “Spain’s return to growth is good news, but there is little evidence that it is the result of
austerity and reforms,” says Simon Tilford, deputy director at the Centre for European Reform.
He says Spain’s gross domestic product, €1.04tn last
year, is still lower than it was before the crisis, and that
its broader economic outlook is “cloudier” than the
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consensus would suggest. Even on present growth
assumptions Spanish GDP will return to its precrisis
level only in 2017. Domestic demand will take at least
another five years to fully recover, says Mr Tilford.
Others point out that Spain has benefited from an
unusually benign economic climate, especially this year.
Most forecasters had predicted a growth spurt in 2015,
but the recovery ended up much stronger than
expected.
In part, this was due to factors beyond the control of
Madrid. Investment, lending and exports have been
boosted by low interest rates and the decline in the value of the euro. The fall in oil prices,
meanwhile, is believed to have contributed at least half a percentage point to this year’s growth
figure.
But officials in Madrid are quick to brush aside any
assertion that Spain has been lucky. If macroeconomic
conditions are so benign, they ask, why are other
eurozone countries not growing at 3 per cent a year?
Besides, says Alvaro Nadal, a Harvardtrained
economist and Mr Rajoy’s chief economic adviser, the
Spanish recovery started long before the decline in oil
prices and the euro.
“The change in the cycle started when the oil price was
still at $110 per barrel and the euro sold for $1.35,” he
says.
Mr Nadal says the government faced — and overcame
— a double economic disaster when it took office in
late 2011. “Spain was at risk of an immediate heart attack — but it also had cancer. We had to
restructure the banking sector and stabilise the budget in order to deal with the threat of a heart
attack,” he says. “But we also had to reform the labour market and energy markets, and so on, to
deal with the lack of competitiveness — the cancer of the Spanish economy.”
Whatever the medical metaphor, there is no denying that Spain has made progress in several key
areas: according to data from the International Monetary Fund, Spain’s budget deficit has halved
since Mr Rajoy took office, from 8.9 per cent in 2011 to 4.4 per cent this year. And although the
European Commission worries that Spain is still at risk of missing its budget deficit target of 2.8 per
cent next year, the broader trajectory is not in dispute. Three years ago, budget data were liable to
stoke panic. Now, it is mostly treated with a shrug.
Spain’s oncetottering banking sector, meanwhile, has changed beyond recognition. At the height of
the crisis in 2012, Madrid was struggling to stave off the collapse of several key lenders — including
the sprawling Bankia group. It nationalised the worstaffected banks, forced others to ramp up
provisions, and injected €61.5bn in fresh capital into the sector. Last year, Spanish banks passed the
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panEuropean stress test with flying colours. Even Bankia is back in profit, and strong enough to
pay out dividends once again.
Structural overhaul

The focus of much praise — and in some circles anger — has been Spain’s structural reforms, and in
particular the 2012 overhaul of the labour market. Passed against the furious protests of trade
unions and the opposition, the labour reform made it easier for companies to depart from collective
wage deals, and cheaper to hire and fire workers. According to Madrid, the new regime gives
companies more flexibility to ride out economic difficulties by adjusting salaries rather than
shedding workers.
Coupled with lower wages, the reform has helped reduce unit labour costs and made Spanish
companies more competitive. In contrast with previous recoveries, which were usually built on
devaluing the peseta, this one is said to have delivered gains that will last for years. “Spain is a
competitive country — and it will remain a competitive country,” says Luis de Guindos, the economy
minister.

Most studies of Spain’s labour market reform share the upbeat conclusion. Rafael Domenech, an
economist at BBVA, calculates that the new regime would have saved as many as 1m jobs had its
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provisions been in place at the start of the crisis. The IMF, too, says “the reforms are making a
difference”. In its latest assessment of the Spanish economy, the fund states that “labour market
reforms and moderate wage growth have supported job creation and helped Spain regain
competitiveness lost during the precrisis boom”.
The country’s recent stellar export performance is another case in point. The number of Spanish
companies that sell to foreign markets has jumped by more than 50 per cent over the course of the
crisis. Export volumes have risen by a third, and now account for more than 23 per cent of GDP, up
from just 17 per cent in 2007.
Most economists agree that these are genuine achievements — and go a long way towards explaining
why Spain is no longer seen as a problem child of the eurozone economy.
Crucially for Mr Rajoy, there is also growing evidence
that the recovery is feeding through into political
sentiment. After years of decline, the PP is starting to
gain in the polls, and is now widely predicted to
emerge as the biggest bloc in parliament. It will no
longer have an absolute majority, but should be well
placed to lead the government once more. Surveys
suggest that Spaniards still have a bleak view of their
economic prospects, but not nearly as bleak as when
Mr Rajoy took office.
In terms of swaying public opinion ahead of the
December elections, Mr Rajoy’s economic policies may
indeed have done what they set out to achieve. What is
less clear is whether Spain has done enough to keep
the recovery going — and to finally start closing in on the more advanced European economies. To
do so, analysts say, Spain needs to do more than just make its workforce cheaper and more flexible.
It actually needs to make it more productive.
“Of course, internal devaluation works. The question is: for how long?” says José Ignacio Conde
Ruiz, an economist at the Fedea thinktank in Madrid. “The mistake the government made was to
focus only on what works in the short term. But in order to solve Spain’s structural problems we
need to do more. We need to not just lower wages but to raise productivity.”
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Mr Tilford makes a similar point: “Spain requires considerably stronger productivity growth if
Spanish living standards are to converge with wealthier EU countries.” He argues that Spain spends
too little on research and development, invests too little in education and depends too much on low
quality jobs in sectors such as tourism. For a sustained recovery, it will have to change course in all
three areas, and it will have to do so while keeping a firm lid on government spending.
Spain’s shocking levels of longterm unemployment — which affects more than 2.3m workers —
serve as another brake on growth, as does the spread of very shortterm contracts. Workers that are
out of the job market for several years typically lose whatever skills they had. Workers that change
jobs every few months struggle to acquire those skills in the first place.
Younger Spaniards, in particular, often find themselves trapped in a precarious cycle, dipping into
and out of paid work with no hope of job security or financial stability.
Working struggles
On this, at least, there is broad agreement among economists. Mr Domenech, too, cites boosting
productivity and raising the quality of employment as the great unfinished task awaiting Spain. He
points out that the average workingage Spaniard produces about 40 per cent less than his or her US
counterpart, and 20 per cent less than the average worker in Europe.
“Half of this is explained by Spain’s high unemployment rate, and the other half by lower
productivity per hour worked,” says Mr Domenech. He insists, however, that the yawning gulf is
cause for hope rather than despair. If Spain can close the gap in both areas at least a little, by raising
productivity and lowering unemployment, then “the potential is enormous”.
Analysts and officials alike point out that the challenge facing Spain in the coming years is no less
daunting than the one at the height of the crisis. To raise productivity and keep growth on track,
they say the country will require a better education system, better regulation and a more concerted
effort to break open cushy monopolies. It will need more investment in research and development,
better training of workers and a massive programme to tackle longterm unemployment.
It will require, above all, a realisation that the reforms pushed through by the Rajoy government, as
hard as they seemed at the time, will be only the start.
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“Spain has done a lot of things right these past years,” says Mr Domenech. “But it is not enough.”
The headlines of the first two charts in this article have been updated to reflect that Spain’s growth
rates in the economy and exports are the fastest among the eurozone countries stated in the key
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